Quantifying fault interpretation uncertainties and their impact on fault seal and seismic hazard analysis
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ABSTRACT

Fault-horizon cut-off data extracted from seismic reflection datasets are used to study normal fault geometry, displacement distribution, and growth history. We assess the influence of three seismic interpretation factors (repeatability, measurement obliquity, and fault cut-off type) on fault parameter uncertainty. Two repeat interpretations resulted in mean differences of 5–15% for throw, 11–42% for heave, 9–31% for displacement, and 7–27% for dip across faults. Measurement obliquity, where faults are interpreted using non-perpendicular transects to fault strike, show increasing uncertainty with increasing obliquity. Uncertainty in throw is 14–24% at obliquities >20° and 6–13% where obliquities <20°. Continuous cut-offs, including non-discrete deformation, generally exhibit greater uncertainties compared to discontinuous (discrete) cut-offs. We consider the effect of interpretation factors on fault parameters used in seismic hazard assessment (SHA) and fault seal, using the established Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR). Even modest measurement obliquities and repeatability errors can affect inputs for SHA, causing large differences in throw- or slip-rate and inferred fault length. Measurement obliquity and repeatability have a variable impact on SGR calculations, highlighting the additional importance of sedimentary layer thickness and distribution. Our findings raise questions about the optimum workflow used to interpret faults and how uncertainties in fault interpretation are constrained and reported.

1. Introduction

The measurement of horizon-fault cut-offs from seismic reflection datasets enables extraction of key fault properties such as heave, throw and fault dip. Analysis of these properties has advanced our understanding of fault geometry and evolution (e.g., Nicol et al., 2005; Jackson and Rotevatn, 2013; Pan et al., 2021; Roche et al., 2021; Rodríguez-Salgado et al., 2023), strain rate and its evolution in active and inactive rift systems (e.g., Meyer et al., 2002; Cowie et al., 2005; Marsh et al., 2010); and fluid-flow properties of faults within hydrocarbon and/or CO2 reservoirs (e.g., Yielding, 2002; Gibson and Bentham, 2003; Yielding et al., 2011; Miocic et al., 2014). The use of horizon-fault cut-off data, combined with well data, is routinely used to infer the sealing potential of faults cutting these reservoirs. This is of particular importance for CO2 storage projects (Klusman, 2003; Amonette et al., 2010), where “appropriately selected and managed schemes” are expected to retain 99% of injected CO2 over a time period of 1000 years (IPCC, 2005). Fault cut-off data can also be used to infer key parameters (e.g., slip-rate) to feed into fault based seismic hazard assessments (e.g., fault dip, geological slip rate) (Nicol et al., 2005). Nucular waste disposal sites require geologically stable subsurface locations, and hence must be subject to detailed seismic hazard assessment (Fenton et al., 2006; Connor et al., 2009; Morner, 2013). Where seismic data is involved in this assessment, any uncertainty in horizon cut-off’s at faults could lead to uncertainties in the expected hazard at the site and therefore its suitability for storing nuclear waste. It is therefore imperative to have confidence in conclusions drawn from the analysis of fault properties extracted from seismic reflection datasets and therefore, the uncertainties and biases associated with extraction of underpinning data.

Uncertainties can be broadly classified as objective and subjective (Frohman, 1995; Tammet et al., 2007; Bond, 2015). Objective uncertainty, also known as “stochastic uncertainty”, relates to the methods used for data acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of the raw data
In the case of seismic reflection data, these include the velocity model used for the conversion between two-way-time to depth (Schaaf and Bond, 2019; Faleide et al., 2021), the effect of compaction of fault properties (Taylor et al., 2008), the spacing of picks during data extraction (Michie et al., 2021; Robledo Carvajal et al., 2023), and whether the throw across a given fault exceeds or falls below the limit of separability (Brown, 2011; Osagiede et al., 2014).

Subjective uncertainties pertain to biases and variability in results caused by the individual analysing the data (Tannert et al., 2007); these include the geological interpretation and its repeatability. Repeatability, which is the ability to replicate the data and interpretations of a study, is recognised as a crucial aspect of any experiment (e.g., Goodman, 2016). Geology, in particular, is susceptible to subjective uncertainty due to incomplete datasets and the lack of consensus within the research community regarding key concepts and research methods (Frodeman, 1995; Bond, 2015; Pérez-Díaz et al., 2020; Steventon et al., 2022; Magee et al., 2023; Robledo Carvajal et al., 2023). For seismic reflection datasets, subjective uncertainties can lead to multiple interpretations being drawn from the same seismic image (e.g., Bond et al., 2007; Alcalde et al., 2017). Previous work has suggested that fault properties extracted from seismic reflection data should have an error associated with them of between ±5% (Magee and Jackson, 2020a) and ±10% (Magee et al., 2023), however, no parametric studies have been undertaken to date to test these essentially qualitative values.

Motivated by the discussion above, this paper considers the impact of two fault interpretation workflow choices: measurement obliquity to fault-strike and interpreted fault cut-off type (continuous, in which the horizon bends into the fault plane and discontinuous in which the horizon cut-offs at faults are sharp; Fig. 1). We also investigate the impact of repeatability in fault interpretation for these workflow choices. Having, considered the individual and compound uncertainties that result from these choices we examine the impact on the fault properties: throw, heave, dip, and displacement; to show the relative impact of each fault interpretation choice on properties that are used in risk and resource assessment.

2. Expected sources of uncertainty in fault interpretation

In this section we summarise the literature and theoretically expected contribution of each workflow choice on the repeatability of fault data extraction.

Interpretation repeatability: The repeatability of measurements from seismic reflection data is influenced by human bias, leading to uncertainties in locating cut-offs (Schaaf and Bond, 2019). The position of cut-offs will be influenced by the interpreted horizon and fault, the interpreted intersection point and any projection of regional dip onto the fault plane. These factors are expanded upon below.

Interpreted horizons (Fig. 2a): Horizons interpretations (picks) are made along prominent reflections, ideally with consistent waveforms (Brown, 2011). Inconsistent waveforms can result in high rugosity horizon picks, and ultimately structure maps. These inconsistent wave forms are attributed to post-acquisition processing or geological features (Chellingsworth et al., 2015). Auto trackers and smoothing algorithms are commonly used to create geologically “reasonable” horizons, with the choice of methods used introducing subjective uncertainty (Brown, 2011; Chellingsworth et al., 2015). Previous studies have shown that horizon picking uncertainties decrease near wells, potentially due to an increase in interpreter confidence as the seismic reflection data is tied to data in the well (Schaaf and Bond, 2019). Conversely, horizon picking uncertainties increase away from wells, especially in areas of low seismic image quality and near faults (Alcalde et al., 2017b; Schaaf and Bond, 2019). The image quality around faults can be affected by the presence of a damage zone, which can vary in width based on fault displacement and the structural position on the fault (Shipston and Cowie, 2003; Childs et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2016). Furthermore, correlating horizons across faults may be challenging due to variations in reflection properties, the presence of footwall degradation (Bilal et al., 2020), and/or changes in seismic stratigraphy in the footwall/hangingwall, and especially when reflectors cannot be traced around fault tips (Bond et al., 2007; Bond, 2015; Chellingsworth et al., 2015). We anticipate increased horizon picking uncertainty for faults with large displacement, at segment boundaries/fault tips, or in locations where footwall degradation has occurred.

Interpreted faults: Uncertainties in fault placement are influenced by the strength of seismic reflector and image quality (Alcalde et al., 2017b; Schaaf and Bond, 2019) (Fig. 2b). Interpretation uncertainty increases in areas with decreased reflector strength (Schaaf and Bond, 2019). Strong seismic reflectors overlying or underlying weak reflectors reduce uncertainty in our interpretation of the latter, and faults that conformed to expected geometries (e.g., matching the regional trend) are more reliably picked (Bond, 2015; Alcalde et al., 2017b; Schaaf and Bond, 2019).

Interpreted horizon-fault intersection (i.e., cut-offs): The way that reflections (interpreted as horizons) intersect with faults, i.e. cut-offs are open to interpretation and therefore potentially uncertain. This arises, at least partly, from there being two components of fault-related deformation; discontinuous, which results from brittle strain accommodated by fault-slip and is imaged seismically by discrete off-set of horizons across a fault; and continuous, which relates to folding (i.e., ductile strain) and/or brittle deformation below the resolution of the seismic reflection dataset, in which horizons are imaged in the seismic reflection data as bending into the fault. As such, two types of cut-off can be measured: discontinuous cut-offs, and continuous cut-offs (Fig. 1b), which account for both the discontinuous and continuous components of deformation (Childs et al., 2017; Delogkos et al., 2017, 2020). These cut-offs can then be used to calculate fault throw, heave, dip, and displacement. The inclusion or not of continuous deformation depends on the scientific objective and the nature of the faulting. For example, to derive long-term fault slip-rates the continuous portion of deformation is considered (Lathrop et al., 2021; Pan et al., 2021). In contrast, only the discontinuous portion is required to calculate lithological juxtapositions, shale gouge ratio and ultimately fault transmissivity.

Uncertainties affect cut-off types differently. Discontinuous cut-offs (Fig. 2c), are influenced by uncertainties in the position of the fault plane and horizon. Analysis of cut-off cuts suggests that areas of low image quality are associated with large uncertainty, as seismic image quality generally decreases with depth this also leads to increased uncertainty with depth (Alcalde et al., 2017b; Schaaf and Bond, 2019). Moreover, cut-offs on faults with low displacement near the limit of separability (Magee et al., 2023) and the hanging wall cut-off of large displacement faults, which are deeper and due to additional accommodation space often show changes in seismic stratigraphy comparing to the footwall (Alcalde et al., 2017b), are prone to higher uncertainties. Continuous cut-offs require the regional dip of the horizon to be projected onto the fault plane (Fig. 2d). In cases of small-displacement faults where continuous deformation comprises a significant portion of the displacement, the interpreter must choose where the fault intersects the deflected horizon (Faleide et al., 2021; Magee et al., 2023). This introduces uncertainty as there are multiple feasible locations from which to project the horizon onto the fault plane, as well as the position of the fault plane itself (Fig. 2d). Where both types of deformation are present (e.g., fault growth through a mixture of continuous and discontinuous imaged deformation), the position of the fault plane will likely have lower uncertainty, but the interpreter still needs to subjectively determine where the regional dip of horizons transitions into near-fault continuous deformation.

Seismic image quality vertical exaggeration are common factors that influence subjective uncertainties. To minimise their impact in our analysis, horizons at similar depths, with similar resolutions, are selected and a consistent vertical exaggeration (−1:4) is used during fault picking.

Previous studies have focused on the impact of subjective bias on
data extracted from multiple interpreters (Bond et al., 2007, 2012; Bond, 2015; Schaaf and Bond, 2019). However, limited attention has been given to the consistency of an individual’s interpretation. Magee et al. (2023) conducted a study where an individual made repeat picks on the same horizon of a low-displacement fault, revealing variations in fault cut-off positions that affected the extraction of throw and heave. Nevertheless, the datasets were found to be statistically equivalent and exhibited lower uncertainty compared to another interpreter’s interpretation of the same horizon. Similar ‘internal consistency’ within individuals interpretations has also been observed in the field classification of faults and fractures (Andrews et al., 2019; Shipton et al., 2020) and seismic reflection-based models (Alcalde and Bond, 2022). This study aims to build on these findings by investigating the magnitude of individual internal consistency in fault properties, examining variations across different horizons, faults, cut-off types and measurement obliquity.

**Measurement obliquity:** Measurement obliquity is the angle relative to the fault strike that fault and fracture properties are sampled (Fig. 1a), and it can affect the extraction of key properties such as spacing and dip (Terzaghi, 1965; Watkins et al., 2015). Optimal fault interpretation strategies involves sampling using transects that are perpendicular to fault strike. For true normal faults, this is parallel to the slip vector; for all faults measuring fault dip strike perpendicular avoids measuring an apparent fault dip.

The theoretical error on the extracted fault parameters can be estimated by considering the change in cut-off position caused by an oblique sample line (Fig. 3). For a fault with 40° dip, throw errors remain low even at high measurement obliquities (Fig. 3a). However, heave errors exceed 50% at measurement obliquities of ±50° and exceed 10% at an obliquity of ~25°. These errors would lead to moderate over- and under-estimates of displacement and dip, respectively, where measurement obliquity exceeds 20° to 30°. Below ~20°, theoretical error estimates suggest that obliquity will have a limited effect on the extraction of fault parameters (Fig. 3). Therefore, we expect measurement obliquity to have a small effect on the extraction of throw (Fig. 3a), but greatly impact measurements of heave (Fig. 3b), and therefore displacement and dip (Fig. 3c and d).

It is not always possible to sample faults using strike perpendicular transects. This is due to the non-linear morphology of faults and the scale-dependant nature of strike. To use strike perpendicular transects along the length of a fault may be time intensive, and the way in which data is combined between different transect orientations could cause errors in subsequent analysis. Furthermore, if 2D seismic lines are the only available datasets, the lines may not be optimally orientated (i.e., perpendicular) to local fault strike. This study aims to investigate the threshold at which measurement obliquity significantly affects the extraction and interpretation of fault properties, and therefore to provide quantified errors that can be applied to other studies.

### 3. Dataset and methods

#### 3.1. Seismic data

We use a high-resolution 3D seismic survey (Chandon3D) located on the Exmouth Plateau, offshore NW Australia (Fig. 4). Chandon3D is a time-migrated, zero-phase survey that has a length of 6 s two-way time (TWT) and bin-spacing of 25 m. The data are displayed with a SEG reverse polarity, i.e., a downward increase in acoustic impedance.

---

Fig. 1. Sample strategy to assess obliquity errors when extracting data from fault cut-offs: a) Map view sample strategy and extracted parameters. Discontinuous and continuous fault polygons represent the horizon gap created by a fault, extending between the hanging wall and footwall for discontinuous and continuous cut-offs, respectively; b) Section view sample strategy and extracted parameters; c) 3D view showing the spatial difference between an orientated and oblique transect. (caption on next column)
Fig. 2. Examples of expected interpretation uncertainty when picking fault cut-offs; a) quality of reflector used to pick the horizon; b) quality of reflectors close to imaged faults; possible locations of c) discontinuous and d) continuous fault cut-offs caused by uncertainties in horizon and fault picks.
corresponds to a trough (black) reflection, and a downward decrease in acoustic impedance corresponds to a peak (red) reflection (Fig. 2a). We used four wells to constrain the age and lithology of the interpreted horizon reflections (Chandon-1, Chandon-2, Chandon-3, Yellowglen).

We estimate seismic velocities using time-depth plots derived from check-shot data obtained from nearby wells (Supplementary 2). Since the interval of interest (~2.9s–4.1s TWT) extends below the depth of the wells (2093 m, 3.324s TWT), we extrapolated seismic velocities through this interval by fitting a second-order polynomial to the combined check-shot dataset. Differences in polynomials between individual wells introduces depth-dependant uncertainty (Supplementary 2); however, given the similar depth of cut-offs across all faults and the moderate-to-low-throw magnitude, any absolute errors in depth should be consistent between picks at a given location on the fault. Differences in our analyses are therefore caused by obliquity, fault cut-off choice and interpretation and repeatability errors.

The resolution of an interval of interest in a seismic cube can be estimated by calculating the limits of separability and visibility respectively (Brown, 2011). The limit of separability corresponds to the minimum vertical distance whereby interfaces will produce two distinct seismic reflectors, and the limit of visibility the vertical distance whereby interfaces are indistinguishable from background noise (Brown, 2011). Between these values, individual reflectors cannot be resolved and they will appear as a tuned reflection package (Brown, 2011) (i.e., no discontinuous deformation will be visible). To calculate the limits of separability and visibility, we extract the dominant frequencies (f) and average interval velocities (v) for the shallowest (2.9–3.1 s TWT) and deepest (3.9–4.1 s TWT) intervals analysed in our study. From these we calculate the dominant wavelength (λ) for the interval of interest (\( \lambda = v/f \)) and then calculate the limit of separability (~\( \lambda/4 \)) and visibility (~\( \lambda/4 \)) (Brown, 2011). Our calculations indicate that the limit of separability and visibility at the top of the studied section are ~17–21 m and ~2–3 m respectively, and at the base of the studied section, these values increase to ~60 m and ~8 m (see Supplementary 2 for calculations). This resolution is sufficient to enable the investigation of small errors in our analyses caused by the three elements of interpretation uncertainty we are interested in.

3.2. Geological setting

The study area is situated in the Exmouth Plateau region of the Northern Carnarvon Basin, offshore NW Australia (Fig. 4a). The region
experienced several phases of rifting from the Late Carboniferous to the Early Cretaceous (Tindale et al., 1998; Stagg et al., 2004; Direen et al., 2008). The Triassic to recent tectono-stratigraphy of the Exmouth Plateau can be divided into four main megasequences (Fig. 4b) (Bilal and McClay, 2022). The main phase of WNW-directed extension, which is associated with deposition of Megasequence-II, resulted in the formation of north-south striking normal faults, including three of the four faults we focus on (SF1, 3, 4) (Fig. 5) (Stagg et al., 2004; Bilal et al., 2020; Bilal and McClay, 2022). During rifting, the basin was sediment-starved, meaning it now contains a relatively condensed (~100 m thick) of a largely marine syn-rift succession (Karner and Driscoll, 1999). This succession is separated from the overlying Late Jurassic marine Dingo Claystone by the end-Callovian regional unconformity (Tindale et al., 1998; Yang and Elders, 2016; Bilal et al., 2020; Bilal and McClay, 2022). Tectonic faulting slowed, or stopped, during the Late Jurassic, but resumed after formation of the regional unconformity (~148 Ma), being synchronous with the deposition of the Barrow Group (~148–138 Ma) (Gartrell et al., 2016; Reeve et al., 2016; Paumard et al., 2018). During the second phase of faulting, new N–S to NW-SW striking, low-throw (<0.1 km) normal faults developed (Black et al., 2017), with some of the earlier faults being reactivated (Bilal and McClay, 2022). Continental breakup occurred during the Early Cretaceous (~135–130 Ma) and was followed by thermal subsidence and passive margin development (Robb et al., 2005; Direen et al., 2008; Reeve et al., 2021).

In addition to tectonic faults, a series of dyke-induced faults are identified across the study area (Magee and Jackson, 2020a, 2020b; Magee et al., 2023), of which SF2 (Fig. 5b) is an example. These dykes are expressed as sub-vertical, low-amplitude zones that disrupt the seismic reflectors within the pre-rift sedimentary succession (Magee and Jackson, 2020b). Several associated grabens occur directly above and along the dykes, bound by oppositely dipping faults that intersect with the upper dyke-tip (Magee and Jackson, 2020a, 2020b). These dyke-induced faults are often long (10 s km), show variable dip and displacement distributions along strike, typically have low maximum throw values (often <50 m), and terminate upwards at the base Cretaceous unconformity (Magee and Jackson, 2020a, 2020b; Magee et al., 2023).

Four sub-linear faults (SF1-4) were analysed in this study, varying in length from 2.4 to 7.9 km and exhibiting maximum total throw (i.e., throw extracted using continuous cut-offs) ranging from 32 to 273 m (Fig. 5f-i). Discontinuous and continuous cut-offs can be measured for faults SF2-4; however, the average throw across SF1 (13 ± 6 m) is between the limit of separability and visibility for the seismic cube. Therefore, only a small number of picks along this fault display discontinuous throw. We report only data extracted from continuous cut-offs for this fault. It is also expected that greater uncertainty will be observed for this fault due to the lack of discrete deformation to guide cut-off picking (Magee et al., 2023). Fig. 5f-i shows the throw distributions of the base syn-rift horizon (H9), showing variations between faults. Along Horizon 9, faults exhibit moderate dips (52° ± 8°) with lower dips observed at shallower depth, within the syn-rift succession (H1 = 32° ± 6°).

The studied faults have been buried beneath a thick layer of post-Cretaceous sediments, which can lead to compaction and rotation of pre-existing structures to shallower dips (Allen and Allen, 2013). Burial-related compaction will also act to reduce the throw across syn-sedimentary faults by <15% in sand-shale mixed lithologies (Taylor et al., 2008) similar to those observed in the study area (Bilal and McClay, 2022). However, decompaction was not performed in this study due to uncertainties in decompaction parameters, particularly for more deeply buried hanging wall sediments not sampled by well data. As a result, the extracted values of fault throw, dip and displacement represent minimum estimates. Since all faults have been buried to a similar depth, the impact of compaction on the extracted fault properties should be consistent across the datasets, and thus should not affect our statistical analysis or related conclusions.

3.3. Sample strategy

Oblique transects, relative to fault strike, were created close to the location of maximum fault throw for each fault. The transects were created at obliquity intervals of 10° from perpendicular (0°) to the faults at this point. This resulted in 11 transects, at different obliquities (i.e., from 0° to ±50°; Fig. 1a) for each fault. Each transect was then transposed to parallel positions along each fault at a separation of 100 m (following the strategy shown in Fig. 1a). This means that for the oblique analysis, the along-strike distance between adjacent cut-offs is >100 m.
(−156 m for 50° obliquity) and the exact location on the fault the data is collected from differs between transects of different obliquity.

At each sample location (i.e., every transposed position where the fault is exposed along each transect for each angle of obliquity), we collected discontinuous and continuous cut-off data for 8–13 horizons, the actual number in each instance is determined by the regional continuity of mapped reflectors. For discontinuous cut-offs, we identified the location where the horizon intersects the fault in the footwall and hanging wall; for continuous deformation, we projected the regional horizon dip onto the fault plane (Fig. 1b). Depth values were converted from two-way travel time (TWT) to metres, and the following fault properties were calculated: throw, heave, dip, and displacement (Fig. 1a and b). For dip and displacement, we assumed that the slip vector is dip-parallel (cf. Magee and Jackson, 2020a). Where both discontinuous and continuous cut-offs are extracted (SF2-4), we also calculated the ratio between the different types of throw.

To test the repeatability of interpretation, and the impact on fault properties, picks of horizon H9 and H12 were repeated. These horizons were selected as their seismic reflection characteristics are similar, and because both horizons could be correlated across the study area. Fault interpretations were undertaken by a single interpreter (lead author Andrews) to ensure no inter-interpreter bias (e.g., Magee et al., 2023). There was a minimum period of three months between fault interpretations to reduce observations made during interpretation 1 directly effecting the 2nd interpretation. Andrews has 2–3 years experience of interpreting faults and picking fault cut-offs; familiarisation with the seismic cube increased during the study, with continued interpretation. Whilst experience has been shown to effect seismic interpretation (Bond et al., 2007; Bond 2015); other studies (e.g., Magee et al., 2023) show that interpretation by the same individual, resulted in fault data of a similar magnitude to that derived from interpretations of the same dataset, completed by interpreters with a range in experience of up to >10 years.

To facilitate the plotting and comparison of data between oblique and strike-perpendicular transects, we determine the equivalent sample location of the cut-offs relative to the strike-perpendicular transect. For oblique cut-offs, the equivalent strike-perpendicular sample location will differ for the footwall and hanging wall (Fig. 1a). To account for this, we take an average of the two cut-offs to obtain the equivalent strike-perpendicular sample location on the fault.

Fig. 5. Studied faults: a) fault polygons for Horizon H9, highlighting the location of the four quasi-straight faults studied; b-e) strike-perpendicular transects for each fault showing the structural style of each fault; f-i) along-strike profiles depicting the throw extracted using discontinuous (black) and continuous (i.e., total throw) (blue) cut-offs across the H9 horizon for data extracted using a strike-perpendicular transect. Note that the difference between the two lines represents the magnitude of deformation accommodated by folding and/or sub-seismic scale faulting. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
3.4 Data presentation and statistical analysis

We analyse and present our data on discontinuous vs continuous fault cut-off choice, transect obliquity and interpretation repeatability, using statistics derived from the whole dataset statistics and by comparing individual picks at a given location along the fault. Dataset statistics involve statistically comparing population means or medians to determine their equivalence, with our approach outlined in Supplementary 7. To compare datasets based for a specific uncertainty element (e.g., obliquity, cut-off type), we report the average difference between population means, the average percentage (% difference), and the proportion of datasets that can be considered equivalent. Aggregated dataset statistics allow for a direct comparison of properties across faults that have different lengths, and therefore a different number of cut-off picks. Initially, we combine and discuss the obliquity and repeatability statistics for each fault property (i.e., take the average values for absolute difference, % difference, and % of equal datasets of the discontinuous and continuous datasets). Subsequently, we compare discontinuous and continuous fault cut-off data, transect obliquity and interpretation repeatability datasets in the same manner (see Supplementary 7, for the full analysis).

4. Results and the impact of uncertainties on fault properties

We initially discuss the effect of our three investigated uncertainty elements (discontinuous and continuous fault cut-offs, transect obliquity and interpretation repeatability) for datasets containing data from all extracted fault properties (Section 4.1), before considering their impact on individual properties (i.e., throw, heave, displacement, dip) (Sections 4.2 to 4.4).

4.1 All fault properties

Repeatability: Of the repeatability datasets, only 46% (283 out of 616) were statistically equivalent, with an average difference in population mean/median of 16% (Table S1). The percentage of equivalent datasets varied between faults, ranging from 31% (SF1) to 56% (SF2), and the difference in population means ranged from 9% (SF2) to 28% (SF1). Repeat picks showed more uncertainty for horizon H9 (32% equivalent datasets, 20% difference) compared to H12 (59% equivalent datasets, 13% difference). This trend was consistent across all faults, although the magnitude of difference varied between faults. Overall, less than half of the repeat horizons could be considered equivalent.

Obliquity: Greater errors were observed where the degrees of obliquity exceeded 20° (Fig. 6). The same overall pattern was observed for individual faults, although there was more scatter in the data (Fig. 6). The percentage difference for any given obliquity also varied for each fault. Some horizons are more prone to obliquity related errors (Table S2), suggesting that horizon properties contribute to interpretation errors. For example, H9 which has stronger reflectivity (Fig. 2a) displays lower percentage differences when compared to H1, where reflectivity is weaker (Fig. 2a–Table S2). Nevertheless, all horizons exhibited the same general trend of increased uncertainty with increasing obliquity.

Interpreted cut-off type: The effect of cut-off type differed between obliquity and repeatability datasets. For repeat interpretations, little difference was observed in the uncertainty between continuous and discontinuous cut-offs, with 48% and 44% of datasets considered equal. Conversely, the obliquity datasets displayed greater uncertainty for continuous cut-offs (51% equal datasets) when compared to discontinuous cut-offs (63% equal datasets) (Table S2). Certain horizons showed greater uncertainty in data extracted from continuous cut-offs (e.g., H13 and H14); however, this was not always the case with uncertainty being high (e.g., H1, H3, H11) or low (e.g., H9, H13) for both cut-off types for a given horizon (Table S2). This suggests the interpreted cut-off type has a moderate effect on obliquity datasets and a minor to negligible effect on repeat picks, with the horizon from which the data is extracted being a key controlling factor on the magnitude of uncertainty.

Overall, when considering all fault properties: the interpreted cut-off type, the magnitude of obliquity, and the fault and horizon from which the data is extracted, are identified as key factors controlling interpretational uncertainty. To assess the effect of obliquity on repeatability, it is important to separately consider the influence of uncertainty factors on each fault property separately. This approach allows for the isolation of factors and the comparison of obliquity errors to the theoretical errors introduced in Fig. 3.

4.2 Throw

Repeatability: Throw exhibits low uncertainty across all repeatability datasets (Table S1, Figs. 7 and 8), with 60% of datasets considered equivalent, and there being only small differences in means (5 m, 7.4%). The mean absolute difference differs between faults, with differences across all faults typically below the estimated separability limit of the seismic data (Table S1). Whereas differences in population means are minimal, this was not the case for all picks along the fault. For example, Fig. 9a and c shows multiple locations where the difference between picks on throw profiles extracted from discontinuous and continuous cut-offs exceeds 22 m. The profiles also highlight sections of the fault with high and low differences between picks, and that the location of

![Fig. 6](image-url) The effect of obliquity on extracted fault properties: a) the % of datasets for that fault and obliquity that are statistically equal to the dataset extracted for that horizon using a strike-perpendicular transect; b) the percentage error of all fault properties split by fault and obliquity. Colour scales differ between individual faults and all fault datasets so that red represents datasets that are highly affected by obliquity, and blue represents datasets where obliquity has a limited effect on extracted fault properties. Note how most values are blue (smaller errors) where obliquity is < ± 20°, suggesting that oblique sampling above this value should be avoided to minimise obliquity related errors. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
these sections are not consistent between horizons (i.e., H9 may show high variability at a particular along-strike location where H12 shows low variability, and vice versa). This suggests that whereas horizons have a limited effect on population statistics, they do influence individual picks. Overall, repeatability errors primarily affect throw at a local scale (e.g., <500 m along strike distance) and have a negligible effect on population statistics.

**Obliquity:** Overall, throw typically displays increasing uncertainty as the obliquity increases (Table S2, Fig. 10); however, the error across the range of obliquity is low. Where individual faults are considered, not all faults show greatest error at high degrees of obliquity (e.g., SF1, SF4; Table S3). The picked horizon also has a large impact on the % difference for throw, although the overall trends of increasing uncertainty with increasing angles of obliquity are still observed. The distribution of throw across the fault plane varies at different degrees of obliquity (Figs. 11, 12a and 12e) and can be over- or under-estimated at different locations, with % errors locally exceeding 100%. We suggest that changes in imaged horizon properties (e.g., acoustic impedance, amplitude of the reflection) influence the picked cut-off data and hence throw measurements. Obliquity errors exceed the theoretical geometrical errors (Fig. 3) for throw for faults by <±5%, with some horizons exceeding the expected error by a factor of 5 (Fig. 10). The repeatability of throw does not appear to be sensitive to the degrees of obliquity as highlighted by: i) the distribution of statistically equal datasets and ii) given angle of obliquity can show both high and low % differences for the same cut-off type and horizon (Fig. 13).

**Interpreted cut-off type:** The interpreted cut-off type affects the magnitude of repeatability and obliquity errors. Average repeatability errors for throw are marginally higher for continuous cut-offs (6.0 m, 9%) compared to discontinuous cut-offs (4.0 m, 5%) (Table S1). In most cases, H9 showed greater errors compared to H12 for both cut-off types, with the only exception being continuous cut-offs extracted from SF2 (Table S1). The magnitude and location of along-strike variations between individual picks differed between horizons and cut-off type (Fig. 9). Indeed, there are examples where throw calculated from the first discontinuous cut-off pick exceeds the second, with the opposite being true for continuous cut-offs. For oblique transects, a far greater proportion of datasets are equal (91%), with a lower % error (7%) for discontinuous cut-offs when compared to continuous cut-offs (75%, 11%; Tables S7 and S8). The magnitude of error increases for low-throw faults where the same horizons show large and small error, albeit with continuous cut-offs showing greater errors. The distribution of throw along- and down-dip is highly variable at different degrees of obliquity (Figs. 11, 12a and 12e), with the distribution and magnitude of throw depending on the direction and degree of obliquity. Additionally, the patterns are not constant between discontinuous and continuous cut-offs, as shown by the location of throw maxima in Figs. 11 and 12a, e.

### 4.3. Heave

**Repeatability:** Heave shows high uncertainty across all repeat picks (Figs. 7 and 8), with only 37% of datasets considered equivalent and a
Fig. 8. x-y plots showing the variations in repeatability in discontinuous (a) and continuous (b) fault properties extracted from horizon H9 across all faults. If the interpretation is repeatable, then all points should plot along the black dashed x-y line; however, where picks differ the points will plot within the red or blue zone depending on the ratio of pick values. Data plotting in the darker red or blue zones represent data where one pick is over double the other. Note how the difference between picks varies between faults, extracted property, and the magnitude of the extracted property. Additionally, throw shows less repeatability error than heave. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Obliquity: The degree of obliquity has a large effect on heave, with uncertainty increasing with increasing degrees of obliquity (Table S4). The mean absolute difference in heave exceeds the average difference for repeat picks at obliquities of ±30° and shows a maximum difference of 54.3 m (72%). This trend is observed across all faults; however, each fault shows a different magnitude of error and proportion of equal datasets, with SF2 and SF3 appearing to be most prone to obliquity errors. When compared to theoretical geometric errors (Figs. 3 and 10) most datasets show % errors that exceed the expected values by between 5% and 10%, with the heave measurement for some horizons being particularly prone to high errors. The effect of obliquity on the distribution of heave across the fault plane depends on the fault and the division and degree of obliquity (Fig. 12b–f). For all faults, the overall trend is that as obliquity increases, the proportion of positive % difference also increases (irrespective of the absolute magnitude of heave). On top of these general trends however there is a large amount of scatter in the data, which for some faults (e.g., SF1) lead to a high spatial variability in heave (Fig. 12b–f). For all datasets, the angle and direction of obliquity does not appear to affect the % difference between picks (Fig. 13). Overall, the degree of obliquity greatly affects the measurement of heave, with the error compounded by large differences between along-strike sample locations.

Interpreted cut-off type: The interpreted cut-off type has a large effect on obliquity statistics, although the effect on repeatability depends on the fault which the data are extracted from (Table S1, Fig. 13). For repeat picks, heave extracted from continuous cut-offs shows a smaller difference in population mean (16.5 m, 26%) and a higher proportion of equivalent datasets (41%) compared to discontinuous cut-offs (19.0 m, 33% and 28% respectively). However, this is not the case for SF2 where the opposite is true. Both cut-off types show large along-strike variability; however, continuous cut-offs show less difference between adjacent sample locations than discontinuous cut-offs (Fig. 6). The measurement of continuous cut-offs greatly increase the % error in obliquity statistics, with the error nearly always greater than discontinuous cut-off data and the theoretical geometrical error (Figs. 1c and 7). Smoother profiles observed in the repeatability datasets are mirrored where heave is calculated from continuous cut-offs, with these strike projections appearing less noisy than the discontinuous cut-offs (Fig. 12b–f).

4.4. Displacement

Repeatability: Displacement shows moderate uncertainty across all repeat picks (Table S1, Figs. 7 and 8) with 47% of datasets considered equivalent and an absolute difference of 15.3 m (16%). The level of uncertainty differed between faults, with SF1 displaying the lowest number of equivalent datasets (25.7 m, 31%) and a higher proportion of equal datasets (28%). The along-strike displacement profiles (Fig. 9e) show the same along-strike variability observed in the heave profile, but with a lower magnitude of variability caused by the low variation in throw. Sections of faults that show high, or low, differences between picks are more laterally extensive (up to 1.5 km) than heave and match more closely the differences observed in throw (Fig. 9e).

Obliquity: Displacement exhibits increasing uncertainty at higher degrees of obliquity, surpassing repeatability errors at ±30° (Table S5). The pattern observed in heave strongly impacts the population statistics, with SF2 and SF3 showing the lowest proportion of consistent datasets. Displacement varies across fault planes, with increasing magnitude at higher obliquities (Figs. 10 and 12c, g). Like the heave datasets, the base syn-rift (H9) displays a pronounced displacement maxima and
significant variability between along-strike data points (Fig. 12c–g). Measurement obliquity does not systematically effect the repeatability of fault displacement (Fig. 13). Overall, displacement is more susceptible to degree of obliquity than throw, with uncertainty in heave influencing the magnitude of displacement and how this varies along the length of the fault.

Interpreted cut-off type: Interpreted cut-off type impacts repeatability and obliquity errors differently (Table S1, Figs. 8 and 10). Displacement calculated from discontinuous cut-offs exhibits greater differences between picks, and a lower proportion of equivalent datasets compared to continuous cut-offs (Table S1). Both cut-off types show increasing uncertainty with increasing degrees of obliquity; however, the magnitude of difference is greatest for continuous cut-offs (Fig. 10). However, for some faults, highly oblique continuous cut-off datasets may exhibit low uncertainty (e.g., SF4, Table S12) and the displacement strike projections constructed for continuous cut-offs are smoother than discontinuous cut-offs (Fig. 12c–g). Despite this, repeatability errors are usually exceeded where measurement obliquity is at or above $\pm 30^\circ$.

Overall, interpreting continuous cut-offs reduces the repeatability of displacement on some horizons and measurement obliquity greatly affects continuous datasets.

4.5. Dip

Repeatability: Of all the fault properties, dip exhibits the highest uncertainty in repeat picks (Figs. 7 and 8, Table S1), with only 32% of datasets considered equivalent and an absolute difference of 6.6$^\circ$ (16%). The fault from which the data is extracted influences the magnitude of uncertainty in dip, with SF1 showing a mean absolute difference of 9.2$^\circ$, whereas SF2 only has a difference of 3.2$^\circ$. Unlike heave and displacement, the magnitude of dip appears to only have a weak effect on repeatability (Fig. 8). Individual picks on SF1 show very large differences, with several picks having a dip of 90$^\circ$ (indicating zero heave), whereas the paired pick ranges from ~15$^\circ$ to ~65$^\circ$ (Fig. 8). These picks are taken from where there are very small offsets along SF1, thus heave is likely below the resolution of the data here (minimum heave values of ~6 m). Due to the compound errors caused by the uncertainty in heave, dip shows low repeatability and along-strike variations can be masked by measurement errors.

Obliquity: Fault dip is strongly affected by measurement obliquity, with repeatability errors exceeded for most oblique datasets (Fig. 10, Tables S1 and S5). In a similar manner to displacement, the effect of uncertainties on heave strongly affects the calculation of dip (i.e., SF2 and SF3 showing the lowest % of equal datasets), although greater uncertainty is observed for the latter (Table S5). Repeatability errors are exceeded where the angle of obliquity exceeds $\pm 20^\circ$ for all faults, apart from SF1 where repeatability errors were particularly high (Table S5). The distribution of dip across the fault plane displays a high degree of variability between points leading to noisy strike-projections (Fig. 12d–h). Despite this, general trends are observed across all obliquities (e.g., shallower dips at the syn-rift horizon (H9)); however, the magnitude of dip is lower at higher degrees of obliquity. In most cases, there is no correlation between the degree of obliquity and repeatability (Fig. 13).

Interpreted cut-off type: The choice of cut-off type affects repeatability and obliquity datasets differently. Across all faults, the choice of cut-off type does not affect the repeatability of dip, with similar differences and percentage of equal datasets observed. Whether discontinuous or
continuous cut-offs, uncertainty depends on the fault and horizon the data is collected from, with H9 broadly showing greater uncertainty than H12 (ref a figure or table). When individual cut-off picks are considered, there is more scatter in the continuous cut-off data, than the discontinuous, (Fig. 8), with many picks exceeding 100% difference. Despite this, profiles constructed from continuous cut-offs show less along-strike variability (Fig. 9). Measurement obliquity affects both cut-off types; however, the effect is greater for continuous cut-offs (Tables S13 and S14). This trend is observed across all faults, however, the magnitude of error and difference between cut-off types depends on the fault and the horizon that the data are extracted from. It is difficult to assess the effect of cut-off type on the distribution of dip across the fault plane as both exhibit a highly variable distribution of dip for all datasets (Fig. 12d–h). Overall, no systematic difference between cut-off type is observed for dip repeatability, and whereas the measurement of continuous cut-offs increases errors associated with obliquity, datasets are very noisy and it is not possible to deduce along-fault trends.

4.6. Summary of results

Our data show that fault properties extracted from fault-horizon cut-offs are variably influenced by interpretation repeatability, measurement obliquity, and the measured cut-off type (Table 1). When all properties were considered together, less than half of the datasets could be considered statistically equal. Errors due to measurement obliquity were found to greatly increase when obliquity exceeded ±20°. Measurements of continuous cut-offs showed greater errors than discontinuous cut-offs in both the obliquity and repeatability datasets. The magnitude of error was also influenced by which fault and horizon the data were collected from.

When individual fault properties are considered, throw is found to be the least sensitive fault property to the studied interpretation factors, and heave the most sensitive (Table 1). Uncertainties in throw increased when measurement obliquity exceeded ±20°; however, the magnitude of uncertainty was often below or close to the limit of separability of the seismic cube (i.e., not a significant source of error) apart from at a local (<500 m) scale. Heave was found to show statistically significant differences for both repeat and oblique datasets. Differences were particularly evident at a local scale and caused strike projections and along-strike profiles to be noisy. The fault and horizon cut-off that the data were extracted from had a subsidiary effect on extracted fault properties (e.g., heave and throw), with the magnitude of obliquity not compounding repeatability errors. Across most fault properties, continuous cut-off picks were more susceptible to repeatability and obliquity errors. Despite showing greater uncertainty for continuous picks, continuous datasets show less along-strike variability between adjacent picks, leading to smoother along-fault profiles and strike projections. The ratio of throw extracted from discontinuous to continuous cut-offs indicates that the errors from the continuous and discontinuous datasets were compounded where the properties were compared, and the noisiness of the discontinuous profiles lead to large variations in the ratio between adjacent picks across a fault. Uncertainty in heave also increases uncertainty in displacement and dip (as these properties are geometrically derived using heave), with the effect particularly noticeable in along-fault profiles and strike projections. For dip, it was found that this local scale uncertainty often masked overall trends in dip and caused profiles and strike projections to be very noisy (Fig. 12d–h).

In the following section, we investigate how our results on uncertainties in cut-off derived fault properties affect the assessment of fault transmissivity and the evolution of throw- and slip-rate through time. We make this investigation to demonstrate the potential impact of interpretation choices and repeatability on fault properties used in the
prediction of crustal fluid-flow and in the assessment of seismic hazards.

5. Effect of obliquity and repeatability uncertainty on inferred fault properties

Data extracted from 3D seismic reflection surveys are used across a range of scientific studies, and therefore the sources of uncertainty presented in this paper have implications for the geological analyses that arise. Drawing on data from the interpretation of SF2, we discuss the implications for two such analyses, fault transmissivity which is important for quantifying fluid flow, and slip/throw rates used to inform seismic hazard assessment. Throw extracted from discontinuous cut-offs is used for fault transmissivity and throw-rate calculations, whereas continuous cut-offs are used when assessing the evolution of slip-rate to account for non-discrete deformation (e.g., monocline development). These examples demonstrate the practical effect of the investigated uncertainty elements on fault property predictions.
5.1. Fault transmissivity interpretation using discontinuous deformation

Cross-fault transmissivity describes the ability of fluid to flow across a fault zone. The potential for cross-fault flow is important to quantify for hydrocarbon production, CO₂ sequestration and the geological disposal of nuclear waste. A common method used to assess fault transmissivity is to calculate the shale gouge ratio (SGR, e.g., Yielding et al., 2002), by considering the proportion of shale that has moved past a given point on a fault using the following equations:

\[
V_{\text{shale}} = \frac{GR_z - GR_{\text{min}}}{GR_{\text{max}} - GR_{\text{min}}}
\]

\[
SGR = \frac{\sum (V_{\text{shale}} \times \Delta z)}{\text{throw}}
\]

(\(\Delta z = \text{bed thickness}\))

A higher SGR ratio suggests that there is a high proportion of phyllosilicates (shale) within the fault core (e.g., Foxford et al., 1998; Yielding, 2002). An SGR of 15–20% has been suggested as a sealing limit (Yielding, 2002); however, it should be noted that this value is based on relatively shallow reservoirs (<3 km) and that fault permeability may be

---

\(V_{\text{shale}} = \text{proportion of shale in a given rock volume, } GR_z = \text{Gamma ray reading at a specific depth, } GR_{\text{min}} = \text{minimum gamma ray reading, } GR_{\text{max}} = \text{maximum gamma ray reading}\)
Table 1

Summary of the effects of interpretation uncertainty on the extracted fault properties. Note how heave is more prone to interpretational uncertainty than throw, which also affects the extracted dip and displacement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault property</th>
<th>Repeatability</th>
<th>Measurement obliquity</th>
<th>Interpreted cut-off type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All fault properties</td>
<td>Repeat datasets are often not equivalent, with the % difference depending on the fault and horizon that the data is extracted from.</td>
<td>Error is found to increase where obliquity exceeds ±20°. The fault and horizon that the data is collected from also has a subsidiary effect.</td>
<td>Greater uncertainty in continuous cut-offs compared to discontinuous; however, the difference is low to moderate for obliquity datasets and negligible for repeat picks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throw</td>
<td>High repeatability</td>
<td>Moderate sensitivity</td>
<td>Errors are significant at a local scale (i.e., &lt;500 m). Errors increase as obliquity increases and are larger than predicted. Overall differences in population mean are generally small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heave</td>
<td>Low repeatability</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
<td>Errors are compounded due to differences between along-strike sample locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>Moderate repeatability</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
<td>Measurement obliquity greatly effects continuous cut-off datasets, whilst also causing strike projections to be smooth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip</td>
<td>Low repeatability</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
<td>Datasets are often obscured by measurement errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Repeatability of fault picks for fault parameters extracted using discontinuous (a) and continuous (b) cut-offs along horizons H9 and H12 for SF3. The plots show whether pick one and pick two can be considered equal, and the mean % difference between each pick. Note how there is no correlation between obliquity and repeatability error, suggesting that obliquity and repeatability are independent sources of error for this dataset.

orders of magnitude lower or higher than reservoir properties (Bense et al., 2013). In this section we investigate how the calculation of SGR is affected by differences in fault throw caused by measurement obliquity and repeatability errors. Some software also enable fault displacement to be used as an input. Whilst we do not explore how displacement influences SGR in this section, the greater uncertainty caused by measurement obliquity, and lower repeatability, of displacement suggests that greater uncertainty in SGR will arise when displacement is used as an input. It should be noted that it is not our aim to characterise the sealing potential of SF2, but instead highlight how our findings may effect the calculation of SGR.

We manually calculate the SGR at each horizon-fault cut-off pair for the repeatability datasets of throw across SF2. Due to the large number of horizons and datasets, we assess how the differences in mean throw effect SGR for each horizon and degree of obliquity. The purpose of using mean values is to demonstrate the impact of differences in throw caused by measurement obliquity on the calculation of SGR. We use the Chandon-1 well, resampled to every metre, to calculate $V_{\text{shale}}$ of the succession and to construct juxtaposition diagrams (Fig. 14a).

Our assessment shows that repeatability and obliquity errors have only a minor impact on the SGR calculation across SF2 (Fig. 14b and c), with the $V_{\text{shale}}$ of the intervening succession playing a more significant role in the calculation. The interval of interest between H1 and H12 is characterised by high $V_{\text{shale}}$ values (average = 50%). As a result, most offsets exhibit siltstone-shale or shale-shale juxtapositions (Fig. 14a). Despite some differences between repeat datasets, the mean values of SGR for H9 and H12 show negligible variations, with larger differences observed only locally over short distances (<500 m). This is important for assessing the juxtaposition windows of reservoir units, as the magnitude of these differences could be sufficient to enable across fault fluid flow. It also suggests that the use of population statistics are insufficient when assessing the location of leakage points using SGR analysis.

Obliquity datasets also demonstrate variations in SGR between horizons, but the differences between datasets for the same horizon are low (Fig. 14c). The abundance of shale-shale or sand-shale juxtapositions explain these low differences; however, it should be noted that the magnitude of difference between picks would be similar in more sand rich successions. This would cause SGR values to be more sensitive to uncertainties in throw as smaller changes in throw could push the SGR above or below the sealing threshold. Similarly, to the repeatability datasets, obliquity datasets likely show patches where changes in SGR between datasets are high. Indeed, local changes in throw observed on Figs. 9, 11 and 12 support this suggestion. It is beyond the scope of this
study to explicitly explore the effect of obliquity and repeatability on the transmissivity of reservoir bounding faults; however, our results suggest that repeatability and obliquity errors in throw could cause a difference in the location and sealing potential of juxtaposition windows.

5.2. Throw and slip on faults over time using discontinuous and continuous deformation

When sediment accumulation rate exceeds fault throw rate, comparing the difference in throw or slip across two age-constrained horizons allows for the investigation of long-term throw or slip rate, which has applications for understanding fault growth (Marsh et al., 2010; Osagiede et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2022), strain partitioning between genetically related fault systems (Meyer et al., 2002; Cowie et al., 2005; Marsh et al., 2010) and using slip rates to understand and quantify seismic hazard (Nicol et al., 2005; Gambino et al., 2022).

In our study, we focus on the impact of measurement obliquity uncertainty on throw and slip rate across SF2 using multiple age-constrained horizons. Repeat picks were limited to Horizons H9 and H12, restricting our examination of the effect of repeatability on temporal slip-rate evolution, but enabling comparison of repeatability and obliquity errors for the 211.4 to 209.5 Ma period (Fig. 15). We calculate throw- and slip-rate using the continuous portion of the deformation, to account for any strain accommodated by near-fault deformation (e.g.,

![The effect of measurement repeatability and obliquity on shale transmissivity](image1)

**Fig. 14.** The effect of repeatability and obliquity on the estimation of shale transmissivity. Note how for this fault all values are above the sealing threshold, and the effect of repeatability and obliquity related errors are only locally important.

![The effect of obliquity and repeatability on throw and slip-rate](image2)

**Fig. 15.** The effect of obliquity and repeatability on the throw- and slip-rate of SF3 over time. Obliquity errors exceed repeatability errors for both mean throw- and slip-rate, and the effect of obliquity varies between time periods. P1 and P2 relates to the first and second pick across a given horizon, with the first value relating to H12 and the latter to H9. I.e., P1P2 relates to slip rate calculated using the 1st pick across H12 and the second pick across H9.
We take the difference in throw between each horizon, and divide this by the time period between the two horizons using the following equations:

\[
\frac{\text{throw}_{H2} - \text{throw}_{H1}}{\text{Age}_{H2} - \text{Age}_{H1}}
\]

\[
\frac{\text{Displacement}_{H2} - \text{Displacement}_{H1}}{\text{Age}_{H2} - \text{Age}_{H1}}
\]

Where H1 is the shallower horizon, and H2 the deeper horizon across the time-period of interest. Whereas uncertainties exist in the age of horizons, we do not consider these uncertainties here as they affect each dataset equally. Additionally, using the same horizon for each obliquity pick eliminates uncertainty introduced by mapping different reflections.

**Repeatability** (211.4 to 209.5 Ma): Uncertainty in throw and slip rate, obtained from repeat picks, is influenced by the picks used and along-strike variations in fault properties (Figs. 15 and 16). Four pick combinations were analysed, resulting in mean throw rates ranging from 0.0045 to 0.0071 mm/yr. The percentage difference of these values (−14%–26%) exceed the repeatability of throw extracted from the continuous cut-off analysis. Mean slip rates ranged from 0.0071 to 0.0095 mm/yr. Unlike throw rates, no correlation was observed between picks and mean slip rates, with the greatest difference occurring where horizon picks from the same interpretation session were used. The difference in behaviour between throw and slip rates indicates that whereas throw was consistently lower for pick 1 when compared to pick 2, the same trend does not hold for heave. Along the fault, the slip rate profile showed similar shapes for all pick combinations, but subtle differences were observed, highlighting locations that were more susceptible to repeatability errors. Therefore, in cases with low to modest difference in slip (average 11 m) between horizons, the shape and magnitude of the slip profile may be influenced by repeatability errors.

**Obliquity** The errors for throw and slip rates due to measurement obliquity exceed the repeatability errors for datasets (Figs. 15 and 16). Measurement obliquity can affect the estimates of mean throw and slip rates, as compared to data collected from a strike-perpendicular transect (Fig. 15). From 211.4 to 209.5 Ma, throw rates extracted from oblique transects ranged from 0.0045 to 0.0140 mm/yr (absolute errors ranging from 3 to 135%), with only the −50° dataset having a lower throw rate than the strike-perpendicular transect. For the same time period, mean slip rates range from 0.0095 to 0.0149 mm/yr (absolute errors ranging from 1 to 60%), with all datasets (except −50°) exceeding the strike-perpendicular transect. The effect of measurement obliquity varies through time and differed between throw- and slip-rate (Fig. 15). Oblique sampling resulted in over- or under-estimations of throw and slip rates, with no consistent pattern observed. Along-fault profiles were sensitive to both repeatability and obliquity errors, altering the location and magnitude of throw- and slip-rate minima and maxima (Fig. 16). The influence of measurement obliquity on throw-rate profiles depended more on the time period measured (i.e., which pair of horizons were sampled) than the magnitude of measurement obliquity. Overall, even modest measurement obliquities (i.e., ±20°), and to a lesser extent repeatability errors, led to large differences in fault length inferred from along-fault profiles and throw- or slip-rate used to calculate fault-based seismic hazard.

6. Discussion

6.1. Impact and mitigation of fault interpretation uncertainty

6.1.1. Interpretation repeatability

From our study, we conclude that the quality of the seismic image is good and the data are extracted by an interpreter with a similar level of experience, the repeatability of extracted data will depend on the fault property being extracted, and the fault and horizon that the data is extracted from (Table 1). Throw was found to be least sensitive to repeatability errors (7%), with heave (27%), displacement (16%) and dip (16%) showing greater sensitivity. Previous work has suggested that the interpretation of fault properties from low-displacement dyke-induced faults could be affected by measurement uncertainties of between ±5% (Magee and Jackson, 2020a) and ±10% (Magee et al., 2023). Our study highlights that this range is not sufficient to capture the uncertainty in heave (and therefore displacement and dip), particularly if multiple interpreters with greater subjective bias are involved.

*Suggestions*: Repeatability errors are difficult to quantify and will depend on the quality of the seismic image, the experience of the interpreter, and other human factors. As such the appropriate size of the error bars will differ from the values presented in this study. However, our study provides a first-pass parametric study of the influence of repeatability errors on the extraction of fault properties, suggesting errors >10% are to be expected, particularly in low-quality datasets or where low-displacement faults are present. Additionally, studies that rely on displacement as an input will likely show greater uncertainty compared to those that use throw as an input. Study specific error values could be obtained by undertaking repeat picks on a subset of the data.

6.2. Measurement obliquity

From our study, we conclude that the derived measurement obliquity broadly follows the theoretical trends (Fig. 3), but that the magnitude of the resulting error exceeds the theoretical values. The higher than expected errors may be due to ‘non-geometrical’ obliquity errors of the type discussed in Section 6.2. Our findings suggest that measurement obliquity should be limited, where possible, to ±20° around the orthogonal to the local fault strike.

However, it may not be practical to always interpret orthogonal to the local fault strike, for example when only 2D seismic datasets are
available, or when the fault strike is highly variable. For a fault that is highly sinuous, it would be time-consuming to construct numerous arbitrary lines orthogonal to differently orientated fault sections. In that case, additional steps would be required to ensure that the picks from differentially orientated arbitrary lines are combined in a mathematically and geometrically appropriate way.

**Suggestions:** Measurement obliquity should not exceed $\pm 20^\circ$, and where possible $\pm 15^\circ$. This ensures that obliquity errors are minimised, whilst still ensuring that data is collected in a time-efficient manner. This rule is particularly important when continuous cut-offs are measured. Where it is not possible to reduce the measurement obliquity, results could be improved by ‘correcting’ heave, dip, and displacement values based on local strike calculated from measured cut-offs and the theoretical relationships outlined in Fig. 3. However, whilst this would decrease the overall errors, it cannot account for any non-geometrical errors in the dataset.

### 6.3. Interpreted cut-off type

Our work highlights that the interpreted cut-off type influences the magnitude of both repeatability and obliquity related errors (Tables 1, S7-14, Figs. 7–13). Greater uncertainty was observed where continuous cut-offs are included in the analysis, with the effect particularly clear when extracting heave (Table 1, Fig. 10).

**Suggestions:** The choice of interpreted cut-off type is often driven by study design. For example, assessing fault transmissivity necessitates discontinuous cut-offs to account for physical disconnections across the fault, while calculating long-term strain rate requires continuous cut-offs to accommodate non-discrete deformation. However, we found that the extraction of heave from fault cut-offs is particularly sensitive to both repeatability and obliquity errors and that the magnitude of error for the latter can greatly exceed theoretical values. Therefore, it may be better to use an average dip between two or more mapped horizons to calculate heave from the measured throw value. This will also reduce the effect of sample-specific measurement errors on the extraction of slip-rate.

### 6.4. Factors that control the magnitude of repeatability and non-geometrical obliquity errors

Our study suggests that the extraction of fault properties from cut-off data is strongly affected by the three elements of fault interpretation focused on in this study, and that these elements contribute to uncertainty in deriving interpretations from these data. Additionally, the effect of each element can vary both between faults and spatially along a single fault. During the work, we identified several additional factors that combine to increase, or decrease, the uncertainty at a given point along the fault, which are summarised below and in Fig. 17.

Our data suggests that the quality of the mapped reflection plays a large role in non-geometrical errors and low repeatability (Fig. 2a), as evidenced by certain horizons (e.g., H1) showing high errors (Table S2). Our findings thus agreed with previous studies, in that the quality of the seismic image, in particular the reflector strength, effects the reliability of the interpretation derived from the image (e.g., Alcalde et al., 2017;
The effect of the reflection quality does not influence each fault property equally, with heave (and thus displacement and dip) affected more than throw, due to the low regional dip (<3°) across the study area. Our data shows that the uncertainty is affected by the size of the fault in terms of displacement or throw. There is greater uncertainty in areas of low throw, especially when close to or below the limit of seepability. When a large proportion of the deformation is taken up by folding (Fig. 17b), uncertainties are higher due to challenges in interpreting continuous cut-offs. These challenges are related to the variability of the horizon dip, the distance to the inflection point and the variability and magnitude of fault dip. Finally, uncertainties were particularly evident in complex fault zones (Fig. 17c), where the image quality may be more degraded and there may be challenges in interpreting deformation across multiple nearby fault strands. The factors shown in Fig. 17 indicate why there are along-strike and down-dip variations in the uncertainties, and therefore highlights that there may be local geometric variations in fault geometry that merit additional care and quantification of uncertainties.

7. Conclusions

Our study demonstrated that fault properties extracted from seismic reflection datasets are prone to three types of uncertainty: interpretation repeatability, measurement obliquity, and interpreted cut-off type. Obliquity related errors vary depending on the horizon and fault interpreted, the magnitude of obliquity, and the fault property measured. High errors occurred when obliquity exceeded ±20°, with throw showing lower percentage errors compared to heave across all datasets. Heave errors caused uncertainties in displacement and dip extraction, particularly in areas of low displacement. Repeatability errors were ~±10% for throw, and 13–23% for heave, with higher errors in areas of structural complexity or low seismic image quality. Measurement obliquity was not found to compound repeatability errors; however, interpreting continuous cut-offs increased uncertainty and error in extracted fault properties. Measurement obliquity and interpretation repeatability had a minor effect on the calculation of shale gouge ratio (SGR) across SF2, however, significant errors were observed in local fault plane patches. The small difference in SGR is primarily caused by the high Vshale content of the intervening succession. The magnitude of errors will be similar in reservoirs that have a greater sand content and are near the sealing threshold. In these cases, the fault might experience unexpected local cross-fault fluid flow, compromising for example carbon capture and storage facilities. Slip-rate extraction, which utilises continuous cut-offs, was strongly affected by both obliquity and repeatability errors. This could lead to over- or underestimation of slip-rate and differences in the interpreted slip-rate profile, impacting fault-based seismic hazard assessments, especially in low seismicity areas, and therefore the suitability for example of hosting a geological disposal facility for nuclear waste. These examples underline the importance of considering and mitigating obliquity and repeatability errors when extracting fault data from seismic reflection datasets.
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